THE FOOTBALL KIT PODCAST – EPISODE ONE


When sponsorships sink – Southampton aren’t alone in needing to update the front
of their shirts.



Interview with Jürgen Rank – TFKP talk to the adidas Senior Design Director of
Football Apparel.



Notable Mash-Ups – Manchester City at Aston Villa, 1990.

PART ONE

Southampton had signed a three-year sponsorship deal with LD Sports, but the Chinese
firm pulled the plug after just one year, citing concerns over the political situation between
China and the UK. By this point replica shirts bearing the somewhat convoluted LD Sports
logo were on sale.

Southampton filled the financial (and shirtfront void) by partnering with Sportsbet.io, a
cryptocurrency bookmaker who also sponsor Watford.

After travel firm XL went under, West Ham’s innovative response was to replace their logo
with squad numbers.

The squad number patches were replaced by adverts for SBOBET from December 2008.

Betway patches covered the Alpari branding on West Ham’s shirts in February 2015.

Spanish property firm Llanera replaced all:sports on Charlton shirts in 2005.

BenQ, a Taiwanese firm spun off from the Acer computer company, bought out the mobile
phone division of Siemens in 2005, creating BenQ-Siemens.
However the new firm announced bankruptcy in late 2006, and the five year deal with Real
Madrid lasted just one season. The name BenQ was a reference to the company slogan:
Bringing Enjoyment N Quality to life. Ahem.

Sèleco, the Trieste based television manufacturer, sponsored Lazio between 1982-84.

Igea Banca replaced Sèleco as back of shirt sponsor for the 2019 Coppa Italia final. Lazio
beat Atalanta 2-0, claiming their seventh Italian Cup.

PART TWO

Jürgen Rank, the Senior Design Director of Football Apparel at adidas, has been with the
Marke Mit Den Drei Streifen since 2004.

The ‘marble hall’ pattern on the 2020/21 Arsenal away shirt was hand drawn initially, part
of the ‘united by art and football’ approach.

Ina Franzmann, designer of the iconic Netherlands 1988 and West Germany 1988-91 kits,
being accosted by one of TFKP hosts. #MeToo

“It’s a love and hate thing...if there was no shock, it would have been disappointing for us”
- The 2020/21 Manchester United third shirt, a visually distinctive design inspired by
striped jerseys from the club’s history.

Rank designed the 2014 Germany kit, notable for it’s tonal red V on the chest and white
shorts. Die Mannschaft won their fourth World Cup in Brazil.

The Argentina side at the 2010 World Cup, wearing a mixture of ForMotion and TechFit
shirts. The TechFit ‘Powerweb’ bands can be seen on the shirts of Higuain, Heinze and
Maxi Rodríguez

A selection of adidas SpVgg Bayreuth shirts, seen at the ‘Altstadt Kult’ fan museum.
PART THREE

Manchester City tip up at Villa Park with maroon shorts and socks, what could go wrong?

Thank you for listening to the first episode of The Football Kit Podcast, we hope you’ll
come back for more. We welcome your feedback, give us a follow on Twitter
(@footballkitpod) and let us have your suggestions for future episode topics.
Many thanks to our first guest Jürgen Rank for generously giving us his time, and to Matt
Rudd and Jay of DesignFootball.com.
The Intro track is ‘Jubilation’ by Jeff Wayne, theme to ITV’s The Big Match, 1980-86.
The outro track ‘Teleseme’ by Steve Cobby is used by kind permission.
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ABOUT US
Denis Hurley is the man behind Museum of Jerseys and Squad
Numbers, and is the writer of Football Type 2, a definitive
examination of typography in the game. His contribution to the
revised & updated second edition of The Arsenal Shirt makes it
worth pre-ordering.
He supports Cork City and Arsenal.

Les Motherby co-created Hull City Kits in 2011 to celebrate and
critique the match apparel of the Tigers, and in 2017 he curated
the City of Culture exhibition ‘Tiger Rags – The Fabric of Hull
City AFC’. He’ll get round to finishing his book charting club kit
history if he can divert himself from the endless search for
matchworn shirts to add to his collection.
In addition to Hull City, he supports Sampdoria.

